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1.0 Background 

1.1 The Council amended its Allocations Policy in 2013 in response 

to the changes introduced by the Localism Act 2011 and the 

Welfare Reform Act 2012. 

1.2 Although it is difficult to predict fully what the impact of the 

Welfare Reform changes may be in the longer term, and what 

further challenges may arise, we have already experienced an 

increase in demand for housing advice, and footfall has remained 

constantly high at around 420 visitors per week since April 2013.   

 

We receive on average 223 housing applications per month and 

our current waiting list is around 2200.  The numbers of people 

approaching with complex needs has increased and 

homelessness within the Borough is increasing. For example, the 

need to carry out criminal conviction checks has increased by 

253% from 2012 to 2013 and homelessness acceptances have 

increased by 23%. 

1.3 The number of households facing repossession is high and in a 

recent Shelter study which monitored possession claims entered 

in to court, the Borough ranks 61st out of 324 local authorities 

placing the Borough in the top 20%. 

1.4 The impact of the changes made to the Allocations Policy has 

been reviewed and as a result it is proposed that changes are 

made to Policy. 

2.0 Current Position 

2.1 The changes made to the Allocations Policy in 2013 have been 

very successful in meeting the intended outcomes. Smaller 

properties are now available for households who need to move to 



smaller accommodation and 45% of all properties have been 

advertised with a preference to transfer band applicants. 142 two 

bedroom houses have become available to let (127 in 2012/13) 

and 440 one bedroom flats (409 in 2012/13). 

2.2 By awarding preference to households who are under-occupying 

properties and by working closely with the Housing Benefits Team 

we have been able to assist households to move into smaller 

accommodation. 

2.3 Households moving by way of mutual exchange increased by 

20% during the year. 

2.4 There are however increasing numbers of vulnerable people 

approaching the Council for accommodation, many of whom may 

find living independently difficult. One particular group of people 

are young people aged 18-24 and specific targeted work with this 

group is essential in order that they can manage and sustain a 

tenancy. 

2.5 In addition, Derbyshire County Council (DCC) is proposing 

changes to the housing related support programme, the result of 

which will reduce some services from April 2015. The supported 

accommodation provision is currently being phased out with no 

new referrals from 1st October 2014.  It is proposed that floating 

support services for vulnerable clients including people with 

substance misuse problems, ex-offenders and young people are 

decommissioned from April 2016. It is reasonable to assume that 

the people previously housed and supported by DCC funded 

schemes will approach the Council for housing advice and 

assistance. Derby City Council for example, has experienced a 

458% increase in single homelessness since the ending of 

Supporting People funded housing related support in Derby in 

April 2013. 

2.6 Changes made to Housing Benefit entitlement, most notably the 

single room rate and under-occupancy charge have led to an 

increase in young, single people applying to the Council for 

accommodation. Young people aged 18-24 on benefits are of a 

particular concern as they do not have the financial means to 



sustain a tenancy and as such many such tenancies are failing in 

the first year. 

2.7 In 2012 the Council let 162 flats to single young people aged 

between 18 and 24, 58% of these tenancies failed within the first 

12 months. In 2013 we let 270 flats to young people aged 

between 18 and 24. Since April 2013 we have been monitoring 

the reasons for termination of tenancies with 

unaffordability/returning to live with family being a major reason 

for termination. 

2.8 The rate of tenancy breakdown particularly in one bed flats is 

unacceptably high and steps must be taken to settle and stabilise 

our estates. 

2.9 An annual turnover rate of 10% or more is accepted as an 

indicator of unstable community. We have tracked the outcomes 

of new tenants of working age offered introductory tenancies 

since 2012 and have noted that the tenancy turnover rate of 1 

bed flats is over 20% in some areas. 

2.10 There have been a number of meetings with other agencies 

chaired by the Executive Member for Housing, to discuss the 

issues surrounding young people, and Officers and Members are 

currently working with other agencies to look at progressing a 

number of homelessness prevention and tenancy sustainment 

options for 18-24 year olds, most of which we are aiming to fund 

from the Homelessness Prevention Funding and by external 

funding opportunities available to us. 

2.11 Following the completion of our research in this area it is likely 

that further policy recommendations are made. 

3.0 Proposals to date 

3.1 The purpose of the report to Cabinet on 13th January 2015 is: 

 

To update Members on the implementation of the changes made 

to the Council’s Allocations Policy in April 2013; 

 

To comply with the recommendations of the December 2013 



Allocation of Accommodation guidance 

 

To provide an update on the impacts of the ongoing 

implementation of the Government’s Welfare Reform programme. 

 

To make recommendations regarding further changes including: 

3.2 Introduction of Residency Requirement 

3.2.1 On 31st December 2013 the Secretary of State issued statutory 

guidance entitled Providing Social Housing for Local People, to 

Local Authorities regarding the inclusion of a residency 

requirement for applicants wishing to apply for Council 

accommodation. 

3.2.2 Housing Authorities are encouraged to review their existing 

allocations policies and to revise them where appropriate in light 

of the guidance. The Localism Act 2011 gave local authorities the 

freedom to better manage their social housing waiting list and 

local authorities can now decide who qualifies for social housing 

in their area. 

3.2.3 The Guidance strongly encourages all housing authorities to 

adopt a residency requirement and recommends a period of 2 

years. 

3.2.4 Having carefully considered the Guidance and considering the 

potential impact on voids, we are proposing to allow households 

from outside the Borough to continue to register on the waiting list 

but they will not be eligible to bid on a property until they have 

lived in the Borough for a minimum of twelve months.  

Households from outside the Borough who are working within the 

Borough or who have an offer of permanent or long term 

employment, and certain groups of armed forces personnel will 

not be subject to the twelve month residency requirement. Any 

other request for an exception will be assessed on a case by case 

basis as per the Statutory Guidance. 



3.2.5 We currently have 302 applications registered for people living 

outside of the Borough and last year we offered 96 tenancies to 

people who did not live in the Borough. 

3.3 Discharge of Statutory Duty in the Priority Band and offers to 

other groups within the priority band 

3.3.1 As Members will be aware applicants with the highest housing 

need are placed in the Priority Band, which includes statutory 

homeless households, those with high medical needs, alternative 

to adaptations and statutory unfit and overcrowded. The aim is to 

provide suitable accommodation as quickly as possible. 

3.3.2 Under current policy, statutory homeless households are able to 

bid on suitable properties advertised for a minimum of four weeks 

before a proxy bid is made on their behalf. Many applicants do 

not exercise this choice and the four week period passes with no 

bids being made despite contact from the Homelessness Officer 

working with the applicant. 

3.3.3 The average time to discharge duty to a statutory homeless 

household is currently 15 weeks. 

3.3.4 It is good practice for many reasons that homeless households 

are accommodated as soon as possible in suitable 

accommodation, not least being the financial imperative to reduce 

the costs of accommodating applicants in bed and breakfast 

accommodation. 

3.3.5 Therefore it is proposed therefore that duty is discharged by way 

of direct match rather than allowing applicants to bid. This method 

will also help the Operational Services Division to prioritise void 

repairs for properties allocated to households in temporary 

accommodation, thus reducing the costs to the General Fund and 

ensuring that the household is settled in to suitable 

accommodation as soon as possible. We estimate that the 

average time taken to discharge duty should reduce to an 

average of 10 weeks.  

3.3.6 Any offer made must be suitable for the household as defined by 

the Housing Act 1996 (Homelessness Act 2002) and any 



individual needs and preferences will be considered and taken 

into account where appropriate and practicable. 

3.3.7 At present, there are no time limits for other groups of applicants 

in the Priority Band. This means that an applicant can wait in the 

Priority Band indefinitely, despite the fact that suitable properties 

have become available during the period that they have been 

eligible for priority status. It is therefore proposed to time limit 

priority status for Priority Band applicants (not Statutory Homeless 

households) to 12 weeks. After 12 weeks a review of their 

application and circumstances will be made and normally a direct 

match of the next suitable property will be made. 

3.4 Children in Flats Points - Transfer Band 

3.4.1 In April 2013, children in flats points were removed. This was 

because the Council had to maximise the number of properties 

available for households affected by the under-occupancy charge, 

and at that point did not envisage having the luxury of being able 

to assist households with children who were living in flats but who 

were otherwise suitably accommodated. (This change only 

affected households who were not overcrowded, any household 

that was overcrowded as per policy attracted the points applicable 

for overcrowding). 

3.4.2 Understandably, many households with children living in flats 

wish to move. Having now had a year to gauge the demand for 

transfers generated by the ‘bedroom tax’ against the turnover of 

properties in various areas, we are now in a position to assist 

some households in flats in some areas of the Borough and 

therefore it is proposed to award 25 points for households with 

children in flats who are not overcrowded in order to recognise 

their housing need. 

3.5 Lodging Points 

3.5.1 At present, points are awarded to applicants who are lodging with 

family or friends. The majority of these applicants are single 

young people who have no housing need to move. Following 

consultation with the Council’s Solicitor and a Housing Barrister 



regarding the proposed changes to the Policy, we are 

recommending on his advice, that lodging points are removed. 

3.5.2 All applicants currently awarded these points will have their 

circumstances reassessed. If they are a ‘household with 

dependent children living within a household’ then the application 

will be eligible for 70 social/welfare points in General Band 1. 

3.6 Delegated responsibility to Executive Member for Housing 

3.6.1 The current Coalition Government has released two Guidance 

notes for Local Housing Authorities and several statutory 

instruments.  In order for the Council to respond quickly to minor 

instructions and make the necessary changes to the Allocations 

Policy, delegated responsibility to the Service Manager 

(Customer Division) in consultation with the Executive Member for 

Housing is required. 

3.6.2 Any major changes to the Policy will still be reported to Cabinet. 

3.7 Ending of Sub-Regional Scheme 

3.7.1 Funding was secured in 2009 to establish a sub-regional housing 

allocation scheme with North East Derbyshire District Council 

(Rykneld Homes) Bolsover District Council and Bassetlaw District 

Council (A1 Homes) to enable applicants to move more easily 

between Council areas. 

3.7.2 The Link scheme was launched in 2010 and the four authorities 

have worked together to deliver the scheme and monitor the 

outcomes. 

3.7.3 In April 2013 it was reported to Members that the scheme was not 

delivering the outcomes we had anticipated. Indeed Chesterfield 

Borough Council (CBC), due to the large numbers of flats 

available in the Borough, had become a net importer of primarily 

single people often with complex needs. Only 6 CBC households 

had moved out of the Borough in 2013/14 and 19 households 

moved in.  All authorities reported a negative impact on voids and 

a disproportionate amount of staff time spent on processing sub-

regional applications. For example, another authority may have 



carried out a criminal convictions check for one of their applicants 

but they are unable to share that information with another landlord 

which means that CBC has to carry out its own checks thus 

potentially impacting on voids time. 

3.7.4 All four authorities are therefore recommending to their Members 

to end the sub-regional scheme at a mutually convenient date 

during 2014/15.  

 
 


